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Hank and Ping

King Hank had a big pink trunk. His pet skunk, Ping had his bunk 

in this trunk. Hank was fond of Ping. There was a bad gang of finks that 

wanted to do a big prank on the king. When the king was not there, they 

got Ping out of his trunk, flung him in a bag, and ran for the pond. They 

hid from the king by the bank of the pond.

When he got back, Hank went to see his pet in the trunk, but Ping 

was not there. Hank could not think. Where was his skunk? He banged 

on his gong and when it bonged, his men got there fast. “Where is 

Ping?,” he yelled. “Bring that skunk back fast! And if you catch the gang 

that did this bad thing, I will hang them or send them to the plank!”

When the king’s men ran to the bank of the pond, they got the gang 

that had Ping. When Ping got out of the bag, he sunk his fangs in the 

hand of the last fink!

The men set Ping back in his pink trunk. King Hank was so glad 

to see Ping! “Thank you,” he said to his men with a wink, and he sang 

them a song for ending the prank.
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Hank and Ping

King Hank had a big pink trunk. His pet skunk, Ping had his bunk 

in this trunk. Hank was fond of Ping. There was a bad gang of finks that 

wanted to do a big prank on the king. When the king was not there, they 

got Ping out of his trunk, flung him in a bag, and ran for the pond. They 

hid from the king by the bank of the pond.

When he got back, Hank went to see his pet in the trunk, but Ping 

was not there. Hank could not think. Where was his skunk? He banged 

on his gong and when it bonged, his men got there fast. “Where is 

Ping?,” he yelled. “Bring that skunk back fast! And if you catch the gang 

that did this bad thing, I will hang them or send them to the plank!”

When the king’s men ran to the bank of the pond, they got the gang 

that had Ping. When Ping got out of the bag, he sunk his fangs in the 

hand of the last fink!

The men set Ping back in his pink trunk. King Hank was so glad to 

see Ping! “Thank you,” he said to his men with a wink, and he sang them 

a song for ending the prank.
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Concept á» 3.1

bong king gong ping gang

gang bong ping king gong

gong bong ping gang king

ping gang bong king gong

thing song hang bring flung

song bring thing flung hang

hang flung bring song thing

bring hang song flung thing

bong gang ping hang flung

king thing song ping gang

hang song bring gong thing

bring king flung bong gong
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Concept á³k 3.2

f ink sunk bank wink pink

pink f ink wink sunk bank

bank f ink wink pink sunk

wink pink f ink sunk bank

hank trunk prank thank skunk

trunk thank hank skunk prank

prank skunk thank trunk hank

thank prank trunk skunk hank

f ink pink wink prank skunk

sunk hank trunk wink pink

prank trunk thank bank hank

thank sunk skunk f ink bank
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Concept CVCC 3.3

fond back fast send pond

pond fond send back fast

fast fond send pond back

send pond fond back fast

will hand last with went

hand with will went last

last went with hand will

with last hand went will

fond pond send last went

back will hand send pond

last hand with fast will

with back went fond fast
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Concept Instant Words 3.4

out they for was you

you out was they for

for out was you they

was you out they for

of from there said where

from said of where there

there where said from of

said there from where of

out you was there where

they of from was you

there from said for of

said they where out for
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Phrases Rate Story 3

Hank and Ping

 1. on his gong

 2. to the plank

 3. of the last fink

 4. for ending the prank

 5. this bad thing

 6. a big pink trunk

 7. on the king

 8. by the bank

 9. that had Ping

1 0. in the hand

 11. with a wink

 12. them a song

3

6

10

14

17

21

24

27

30

33

36

39
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Phrases Rate Story 3

Hank and Ping

 1. on his gong

 2. to the plank

 3. of the last fink

 4. for ending the prank

 5. this bad thing

 6. a big pink trunk

 7. on the king

 8. by the bank

 9. that had Ping

 10. in the hand

 11. with a wink

 12. them a song


